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Match the vocabulary to the pictures.
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Answer the questions.
1 What do you put in the tray for the hand luggage security check ?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
2 What flight information might you want to know?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
3 Why do some people get their bags wrapped ?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
4 When do get your boarding pass?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
5 What happens at baggage claim?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Answers
1. carry on luggage security check
2. boarding pass
3 body search
4 heading to boarding gates
5 passport control
6 checking flight information
7 self service check-in
8 baggage claim
9 baggage wrapping
10 luggage cart
11 scanning luggage

1 Metal objects, electronic devices and liquids.
2 You might want to know your time of departure or if there are any problems
with the flight (ie. delay etc.) or the time of arrival of a flight if you
are meeting someone.
3 They want to make sure their bags are secure and they might want to prevent
damage to their bags or goods inside.
4 You get your boarding pass at the check in counter.
5 You pick up your bags after getting off a plane.

Number 1
Please put your carry on luggage, and any metal objects, in the tray for the security check.
Number 2
You will receive your boarding pass at the check in counter.
Number 3
Please remove all metal objects, from your clothes and pockets before proceeding through the body scanner.
Number 4
Could you please head to the boarding gates, and have your boarding pass ready, to present to the flight
attendants.
Number 5
You should have your passport ready, to show to the staff at passport control.
Number 6
You can check your flight information, on the arrivals and departure boards, before going to the check in
counter.
Number 7
It's much quicker to use the self service check-in kiosks, to check in for your flight, rather than waiting in
the long queues at the check in counter.
Number 8
After getting off your flight, and going through customs, you can collect your bags from the carousel at
baggage claim.
Number 9
If you want your bags to be more secure, you can go to the baggage wrapping area and have your luggage
wrapped.
Number 10
I can't carry all of my bags by myself. I'll have to find a luggage cart to help me carry them.
Number 11
He’s scanning the luggage to check that there's nothing dangerous or illegal inside.

